
 

 

January 27, 2015 
 
TO: LCF Conference Attendees 
FR: Jeff Hamond 
RE: “Blurring” Versus “Sharpening” and the Context for the Colinvaux Paper 
 
As we have worked over the past couple of years to help build greater understanding of 
community foundations in Washington, DC, I have encouraged the presidents that work with us 
to think about our group in terms of positive asks as well as negative asks.  That is, while it may be 
necessary at various times to lobby defensively against proposals to which the field is opposed, the 
fact that you have now built a “brand” and that there are community foundations in every 
Congressional district also gives you the power and influence to ask for things that the field 
actually wants. 
 
For example, we have been moving the ball forward on fixing the donor-advised fund prohibition 
in the IRA charitable rollover.  This is a fairly small issue that few on the Hill knew anything 
about, but it’s something where we have gone to the Congress and said, “As community 
foundations in your district/state, we want this.”  Working with the Council and others, we have 
additional opportunities to develop our own short list of “asks” as an important subset of the 
philanthropic sector.  What do we want? 
 
In the context of this conference and the challenges confronting the field, an important question 
for the future is how we should focus our efforts as a field, and how that level of focus dictates our 
list of asks.  Do community foundations want to sharpen the distinctions between themselves and 
other charities (particularly other DAF sponsors), or blur the distinctions to work more 
collectively with others in the space?  Or some combination of the two? 
 
Considering the landscape in which community foundations operate at the start of 2015, it’s my 
view that the field should actively consider whether it wants to go to the Congress with a positive 
ask that could be enormously beneficial, but also carries inherent risks:  Given the unique 
nature of community foundations, should the field go to Congress and ask for its own tax 
code definition, like private foundations have? 
 
In the past, this has been a topic for general discussion, but the Camp draft and the explosive 
growth of the commercial funds put it in sharp relief.  Without coming down on one side of the 
issue or the other – I could make a strong case either way – I think the time has come for the field 
to confront this question and make a decision, or at a minimum, put it on the table for discussion. 
 
I have been asked to help provoke a conversation on this topic at the LCF Conference, and the 
selected passages from Roger Colinvaux’s paper (following this memo) are designed to help raise 
some of the issues without firmly endorsing either position. 
 
Here is the context for this paper. 
 
Over the past two-plus years, I have heard many of you comment that your product and services 
are superior to those offered by the national or commercial funds.  All of you are familiar with the 



    

 

arguments, and all of you are have differing opinions on the topic.  Are the commercial funds 
abusing the spirit of charitable law, and tax laws should be amended to give you an advantage, or 
do the commercial funds simply represent healthy competition?  I’ve heard arguments from many 
of you individually, but the discussions have been fairly general. 
 
Last summer, after the Camp tax reform draft came out, I thought it would be useful to have a 
highly-regarded expert prepare a paper for us that would take this amorphous topic and turn it 
into something specific – food for thought for the field.  How should a definition be drafted?  
Where should it go?  What should it include?  What are some of the key issues to consider?  What 
are the pros and cons? 
 
I approached Roger Colinvaux of Catholic University to do this paper for several different reasons:  
(1) He’s the former lead staffer on tax-exempt organizations for the Joint Committee on Taxation, 
so he’s unquestionably an expert; (2) He’s teaching at a university rather than lobbying, so he 
doesn’t have any conflicts of interest; (3) He’s not regarded as a 100-percent cheerleader for the 
sector, which I thought would lend him some credibility (for example, he’s one of the leading 
advocates for changing the tax treatment of gifts of appreciated property); and (4) He’s a personal 
friend, so I knew he could be trusted. 
 
Four community foundations funded Roger’s study:  Arizona Community Foundation, Columbus 
Foundation, Foundation for the Carolinas, and Marin Community Foundation.  Roger has agreed 
that this paper is being done specifically for the funders, who can then share it with the 
participants in the Community Foundation Public Awareness Initiative (or more broadly as they 
deem fit).  Roger may not seek to publish the paper or present it at a public conference without 
our advance permission.  He has received comments back on the first draft, and we should have a 
final draft ready to distribute within a few weeks.  The attached memo contains passages from the 
draft in his own words, with no editorializing from me. 
 
It’s my strategic judgment that now that we have a “brand” and  number of strong bipartisan allies 
on the Hill, there’s a real opportunity to go to Congress with a positive ask that’s higher up on the 
totem pole than trying to play defense against every individual rule that may be proposed.  What I 
mean by this is that it’s better optics to talk about why you are unique and indispensable, and 
deserving of your own category, and not making it about DAFs or payouts or gifts of property or 
any other issues that are lower on the totem pole.  Once you have the definition in place, you can 
simply seek an exemption or different treatment for “any organization as defined in Section X.”  
You can use the definition for many purposes. 
 
This isn’t to say that seeking the definition is a good idea politically; it’s simply to point out that 
sometimes it’s better to play offense than defense.  Community foundations face a choice, which 
is proactively to define their characteristics and role in the U.S. philanthropic system for the long-
term, or let themselves be defined by others.  There are clear pros and cons to either approach.  
What’s undeniable, however, is that this is a hugely consequential decision – a “genie-out-of-the-
bottle” moment.  If the field decides it wants a definition, it’s a decision that will be noticed and 
probably not easily undone. 
 
I look forward to the discussion in La Jolla. 
  



    

 

Selected Passages and Thoughts from Initial Draft 

 

“Community Foundations:  Defining a Philanthropic Niche” 

by Roger Colinvaux, Catholic University of America 

 

Forthcoming Paper for the Community Foundation Public 

Awareness Initiative
1
 

 

 The question [for this paper] is whether the absence of a Code-based definition of a 

community foundation matters, both from the perspective of community foundations, and 

also from that of the tax exemption system. Without a legal definition in the Code, 

community foundations increasingly will be swept up in rules and regulations directed 

primarily to other categories….On the other hand, a specialized definition also could 

result in new, targeted rules, and increased compliance burdens.  

 

 The Treasury Department by regulation acknowledges both the fact of the community 

foundation as a distinct type of charity, and also outlines the essential characteristics of 

the community foundation….The regulations take notice of the funding structure of 

community foundations, and conclude that what matters for purposes of the public-

private distinction is that ongoing public support is both sought, and sought from the 

community served….[In the 1970s,] the Treasury Department assessed the community 

foundation… [and] distinguish[ed] it both from the private foundation, as well as from 

more familiar publicly supported charities like United Way. 

 

 Treasury deliberately took steps in regulations to define the publicly supported charity 

category in a way to include community foundations, but also recognized the need to 

protect against donor control.  In short, community foundations ended up as a public 

charity, but intervention by the Treasury Department was required. 

 

 [At the time,] Treasury concluded that the favorable deduction rules for DAFs were 

appropriate because, unlike a private foundation, DAFs were not controlled by the donor.  

In addition, Treasury reasoned that although there may be a delay between the timing of 

the deduction and the delivery of charitable benefits, this delay also exists at other public 

charities, which nonetheless benefit from the favorable rules. 

 

 The rise of the donor advised fund as a giving vehicle presents clear challenges to the 

legal status of the community foundation.  Issues of donor control and effective public 

oversight, thought resolved by the 1969 Act and the community foundation regulations, 

                                                      
1
 The paper was funded by four foundations:  Arizona Community Foundation, Columbus Foundation, Foundation 

for the Carolinas, and Marin Community Foundation.  When the paper is completed, it will be sent to all participants 

in the Community Foundation Public Awareness Initiative.  However, the author has agreed not to publish the paper 

or present it publicly without the funders’ consent. 



    

 

have been revived….Because the donor advised fund rules treat DAFs as quasi-private 

charities operating within a public charity umbrella, they raise the question of whether the 

public character of the sponsoring organization should matter for purposes of DAF 

regulation.  Community foundations, as one of the principal sponsors of donor advised 

funds, thus face increasing prospects of additional regulation and compliance burdens – 

and some would argue, even an existential threat. 

 

 By centralizing the rules and standards applicable to community foundations, a definition 

thus could help to protect the community foundation from extraneous rules. More 

broadly, over time, a positive legal definition would help to educate policymakers and the 

public about the role the community foundation has in the U.S. philanthropic system, and 

the charitable status of the community foundation likely would be enhanced. 

 

 On the negative side, a definition also doubles as a target. So to the extent community 

foundations become embroiled in scandal or negative associations, new, adverse, 

regulatory proposals directed specifically at community foundations likely would arise 

from time to time, which would require defensive lobbying. 

 

 [C]ommunity foundations may have benefited in the past from having a generic public 

charity status based on public support – thereby allowing them to a certain extent to 

escape notice, or legislation targeted directly at the community foundation.  The rise of 

the donor advised fund in the public consciousness has changed that, however, raising the 

stakes for community foundations….[But] mere codification of the status quo would do 

nothing directly to protect community foundations from the application of new donor-

advised fund rules.  The underlying issue facing community foundations is to persuade 

policymakers that community foundations as a category warrant distinct consideration. 

 

 The idea of a per se public charity has always been rooted in providing public benefits 

that relate to an identifiable location, in large part because a fixed location creates 

ongoing, stable relationships that foster oversight and support for mission. Severing the 

foundation from a physical location would be inconsistent with traditional per se public 

charity status. 

 

 Although CDAFs [commercial donor advised funds] and private foundations both serve 

important philanthropic ends, neither should qualify for per se public charity status. The 

comparison with community foundations is plain: the community served by either vehicle 

is amorphous. CDAFs can be national in scope, and generally perform the function of a 

conduit – collecting, administering, and then distributing funds upon donor advice. There 

is no community-based mission. Private foundations, unlike CDAFs, are directed more to 

specific ends and programmatic agendas. But these need not be focused on any given 

community. Moreover, it is the nature of CDAFs and private foundations to be driven 

largely by donors rather than community preferences….[T]heir role in philanthropy is 



    

 

different from the community foundation, and less inherently public. 

 

 [C]ommunity foundations, like CDAFs, are more vulnerable than other public charities to 

the undue influence of insiders, thereby increasing the burden of proof.  This is because 

ongoing relationships with donors through donor advice are an integral part of 

community foundation and CDAF operations.  Thus, there is an almost institutionalized 

propensity for conflict between promoting the interests of the donor and the interests of 

the community, and knowing which is which…This issue actually is of less concern to 

CDAFs than community foundations because CDAFs generally do not purport to 

represent a community. Community foundations on the other hand must, by definition, be 

concerned about donor influence and take steps to preserve and promote the community 

benefit.  Indeed, this is a central distinction between community foundations and CDAFs, 

which in the end, may justify different legal approaches. 

 

 As a conduit, the CDAF does not purport to add value to donor preferences. Community 

foundations though are meant to use specialized knowledge of the community to develop 

plans for long-term needs. It should be possible to show that donor-advisors are affected 

in their advice by the direct input of the community foundation. This may be hard to 

measure or implement in terms of a legal test, but possibly could take the form of a 

requirement that donor advice be limited to a menu of long-term needs established by the 

community foundation. 

 

 Relatedly, it should be made clear in the definition of community foundations that donor-

advised funds are not the exclusive activity. Community foundations traditionally have 

offered donors a variety of choices: field of interest funds, designated funds, or other 

types of funds that do not require further input of the donor….[A] general requirement 

that a mixture of funds be offered and used, combined with annual reporting, will help to 

show that a community foundation is more than a conduit for donor advice. 

 

 Inevitably, the issue of payout likely will predominate any discussion of a community 

foundation definition…. At one end of the spectrum, a pure conduit organization is the 

likeliest candidate for an aggressive payout…. In the context of private foundations and 

the 1969 Act, payout was one of several prophylactics against donor control. Arguably, 

therefore, community foundations that by definition have purpose, governance, and 

operational restrictions designed to prevent donor control may not need to be subject to a 

payout. 

 

 A rule on inactive funds need not be so specific, but some rule generally defining an 

inactive fund, with a clear requirement on distribution and fund termination would help 

address concerns about the lag in charitable benefits and donor control, and should be 

part of the…definition. 

 



    

 

 An additional issue is whether a community foundation that is defined as a public charity 

should remain subject to the PPA DAF anti-abuse rules. For purposes of these rules 

(unlike a payout), it may make sense not to distinguish among sponsoring organizations 

and to retain uniformity. Nonetheless, one of the benefits that would come from having a 

positive definition of a community foundation in the Code is that it would be easier to 

make exceptions for community foundations from broadly applicable rules in appropriate 

circumstances. 

 

 Unless distinctions are made among sponsoring organizations of donor advised funds, 

community foundations may lose their distinct identity, and face rules that were not 

designed primarily to regulate community foundation activities. 

 

 Community foundations can take a more proactive approach in crafting a positive 

definition by anticipating perennial and growing concerns about governance, donor 

control, and asset accumulations. Broadly, a strong positive definition would emphasize 

the purpose of serving the long-term needs of an identifiable community….Governance 

rules would ensure that the board was composed of persons who represent the broad 

charitable interests of the community, and should include rules on term limits and the 

prevention of control by insiders….A strong definition of the community foundation as a 

per se public charity could have considerable benefits…[and] the stronger the definition, 

the greater will be the protection from future regulation and concern. 


